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We characterize and present the details of the follow-up method used on the most significant
outliers of the Hough Einstein@Home all-sky search for continuous gravitational waves [1]. This
follow-up method is based on the two-stage approach introduced in [2], consisting of a semicoherent
refinement followed by a fully coherent zoom. We quantify the efficiency of the follow-up pipeline
using simulated signals in Gaussian noise. This pipeline does not search beyond first-order frequency
spindown, and therefore we also evaluate its robustness against second-order spindown. We present
the details of the Hough Einstein@Home follow-up [1] on three hardware-injected signals and on the
8 most significant search outliers of unknown origin.

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for unknown sources of continuous gravi-
tational waves (CWs) is computationally bound due to
the enormous parameter space that needs to be covered
[3]. Advanced semicoherent search techniques, such as
[4, 5], are typically used to identify interesting regions of
the parameter space, which then require fully coherent
follow-up studies in order to confirm or discard potential
CW candidates. The parameter space associated with
these candidates is substantially smaller than the orig-
inal search space. However, it is still large enough to
lead to a prohibitive computing cost, when data of or-
der of months or years is analyzed fully coherently with
a classical grid-based method [6]. Therefore, an alter-
native follow-up method was developed, which combines
the F-statistic [7][8] with a Mesh Adaptive Direct Search
(MADS) [9] algorithm. This allows us to fully coherently
examine long data sets at a feasible computational cost
[2].

In the present work we describe how the two-stage al-
gorithm proposed in [2] was adapted to follow up the
most significant outliers in the Hough S5 Einstein@Home
search [1]. We first validate the follow-up pipeline by
performing Monte-Carlo studies. We inject and search
for simulated CW signals added into simulated Gaussian
noise data. Then we show how the search method was
applied to 35 outliers identified in the Einstein@Home
search, 27 of which are associated with 3 simulated sig-
nals (hardware injections, discussed in Sec.V A).

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly recap the Einstein@Home all-sky search for pe-
riodic gravitational waves in data from the fifth LIGO
science run (S5). In Sec. III we summarize the two-stage
follow-up method and introduce the search pipeline. The
efficiency of the follow-up algorithm is tested with Monte-
Carlo studies presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V A we present
the follow-up results for the 27 outliers associated with 3
hardware injections. In Sec. V B we show the results of
the follow-up for the remaining CW outliers. Section VI

presents a discussion of the results and concluding re-
marks.

Notation and conventions

When referring to a quantity Q of the original Hough
search, we denote it as QHS. A quantity measured after
the pre-refinement stage is denoted as QPR, after the re-

finement as QR, and as Q̃Z after the fully coherent zoom
stage using all the data (consistent with the notation of
[2]). We use an overbar (Q) to denote an average over
segments.

II. THE HOUGH S5 EINSTEIN@HOME
ALL-SKY SEARCH

The Einstein@Home all-sky search [1] uses the semico-
herent Hough-transform method [10], which consists of
dividing the entire data span into N shorter segments
of duration ∆T . In a first step, a coherent F-statistic
search is performed on a coarse grid for each of the data
segments. Then the Hough number-count statistic, de-
fined in Eq. (6), is computed on a finer grid, using the
F-statistic values from the individual segments.

In this paper we focus on the S5R5 search of [1], which
spans approximately 264 days of data from the Hanford
(H1) and Livingston (L1) LIGO detectors. This dataset
was divided into N = 121 segments of duration ∆T = 25
hours each. The parameter space covered by this search
spans the entire sky, a frequency range f ∈ [50, 1190] Hz,

and a spindown range ḟ ∈ [−20, 1.1]× 10−10 Hz s−1.

The phase evolution of the expected signal at the de-
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tector can be written as [7]

Φ(t) ≈ Φ0 + 2π

s∑

k=0

f (k)(t0)(t− t0)k+1

(k + 1)!
(1)

+ 2π
r(t)

c
n

s∑

k=0

f (k)(t0)(t− t0)k

k!
,

where Φ0 is the initial phase, f (k) ≡ dkf
dtk

represent the
time derivatives of the signal frequency f at the solar sys-
tem barycenter (SSB) at reference time t0, s is the max-
imal considered spindown order, c is the speed of light,
and r(t) is the vector pointing from the SSB to the de-
tector. The unit vector n ≡ (cosα cos δ, sinα cos δ, sin δ)
points from the SSB to the CW source, where α, δ are
the standard equatorial coordinates referring to right-
ascension and declination, respectively.

The F-statistic is one of the standard coherent tech-
niques used to extract the CW signals from the noisy
detector data. This statistic is the result of matched-
filtering the data with a signal template characterized
by the phase-evolution parameters λ ≡ {α, δ, f, ḟ}. The
amplitude parameters, namely, the intrinsic amplitude
h0, the inclination angle ι, the polarization angle ψ and
the initial phase φ0 have been analytically maximized
over [7]. In a coherent grid-based F-statistic search the
number of templates increases with a high power of the
observation time [11]. Hence these searches are not suit-
able for wide parameter-space all-sky surveys. However,
the reduction of the coherent baseline in a semicoher-
ent search [3, 4] makes these techniques computation-
ally feasible in a distributed computing environment such
as Einstein@Home, and (usually) more sensitive at fixed
computing cost [12].

The template bank used to cover the parameter space
is constructed using the notion of mismatch [13, 14]. This
is defined as the fractional loss of squared signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) between a template λ and the signal location
λs. We use the definition of SNR given in [7], and denote
it as ρ.

To quadratic order in parameter-space offsets ∆λi ≡
λi − λis, the mismatch can be approximated by

µ∗ ≡ gij(λs)∆λi∆λj , (2)

where gij is a symmetric positive-definite matrix referred
to as the parameter-space metric. The indices i, j label
the phase-evolution parameters, and we use summation
convention over repeated indices. This metric mismatch
µ∗ can be interpreted as a distance measure in parameter
space.

In the S5R5 analysis the templates at frequency f were
placed on a coarse grid constructed using the following
spacings [1]:

dθF =

√
3 c

vdf∆T
, df =

√
12m

π∆T
, dḟ =

√
3.3m

∆T 2
, (3)

where dθF is the angular resolution of the coarse sky grid,
df, dḟ are the frequency and spindown resolutions, re-
spectively; m is the nominal single-dimension mismatch,
taken equal to 0.3 in [1], and vd is the Earth’s rotation
speed at the equator. Due to limitations of the Ein-
stein@Home environment on the memory footprint of the
application, the spindown resolution was not increased
for the fine grid. Instead the dḟ -resolution of Eq. (3) was
determined in a Monte-Carlo study so as to not signifi-
cantly lose detection efficiency.

The resolution of the fine sky grid at frequency f is
given by [1]

dθH =
c df

℘fvy
, (4)

where ℘ is the pixel factor and vy is the Earth’s orbital
velocity. With ℘ = 0.5, m = 0.3 the sky refinement used
in the S5R5 search yields N ref

sky = (dθF/dθH)2 ≈ 8444 [1].
Every parameter-space point of the search is assigned

a significance, or critical ratio (CR), value [1]:

CR =
nc − n̄c

σ
, (5)

with

nc =

N∑

`=1

w` n` (6)

the Hough number count, where w` is the weight for seg-
ment ` at a frequency f and a sky position (α, δ); n` = 1 if
the F-statistic crosses a certain threshold value (namely
2F > 5.2 in [1]) otherwise n` = 0; n̄c and σ are the ex-
pected value and the standard deviation of nc in Gaussian
noise. The candidates are ordered by their significance.

III. FOLLOW-UP METHOD

A. The modified two-stage follow-up

A slightly adapted version of the two-stage follow-up
procedure [2] was used in [1] and is presented here. As
mentioned in Sec. II, the original Hough search did not
use refinement in ḟ and this led to a reduction in lo-
calization accuracy. To recover from this, we perform a
pre-refinement by re-running the original Hough search
with a finer grid around the outlier being followed up.
Namely, we increase the resolution of the ḟ -grid by a fac-
tor N = 121, and the sky-resolution by doubling the pixel
factor ℘ in Eq. (4). The usefulness of this pre-refinement
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The loudest parameter-space point after pre-
refinement provides the starting point for the subsequent
MADS-based follow-up method described in [2]: Namely,
we first employ the semicoherent F-statistic 2F , defined
as

2F(λ) ≡ 1

N

N∑

`=1

2F`(λ) , (7)
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where 2F`(λ) is the coherent F-statistic computed on
segment ` at the parameter-space point λ. This is com-
puted on the original Hough segments to further improve
the localization of the maximum-likelihood parameter-
space point, using the gridless MADS search method de-
scribed in more detail in [2]. This stage is called refine-
ment, with detection statistic 2FR for the loudest result-
ing candidate.

Next we apply the so-called F-statistic consistency
veto of [1, 15], namely

veto if 2FR < max{2FH1

R , 2FL1

R } , (8)

where 2FH1,L1

R denote the corresponding semicoherent F-
statistic values from the individual detectors H1 and L1,
respectively.

Then, in the so-called zoom stage, we compute the

fully-coherent 2̃FZ statistic using all the data. From this
we determine whether the resulting candidate is consis-
tent with the signal model or with Gaussian noise.

B. Classification of zoom outcomes

We distinguish three possible outcomes of the zoom
stage:

• Consistency with Gaussian noise (G) - the fully

coherent 2̃FZ value does not exceed a prescribed
threshold, i.e.,

2̃FZ < 2̃F (G)

th , (9)

where 2̃F (G)

th is chosen to correspond to some
(small) false-alarm probability pfA in Gaussian
noise. The single trial false-alarm probability for

a given 2̃F (G)

th threshold is p1fA = (1 + F)e−F (
see, e.g., [2] for details). For example, we find that

a threshold of 2̃F (G)

th = 90 corresponds to a false-
alarm probability ∼ O(10−18) for a single template.
Assuming N independent templates and pfA � 1,
the false-alarm is pfA ≈ Np1fA.

• Non-Gaussian origin (¬G) - the candidate is loud
enough to be inconsistent with Gaussian noise at
the chosen pfA, i.e.,

2̃FZ ≥ 2̃F (G)

th . (10)

• Signal recovery (S) - defined as a subclass of ¬G,
namely a signal is considered recovered if for the

final zoomed candidate the 2̃FZ value exceeds the

Gaussian-noise threshold 2̃F (G)

th and falls into a pre-
dicted signal interval:

2̃F (S)

th < 2̃FZ < 2̃F (S)

max , (11)

where 2̃F (S)

th ≡ max{2̃F (G)

th , 2̃Fo − nu σo}, and

2̃F (S)

max ≡ 2̃Fo + nu σo, with expectation

2̃Fo ≈ 4 +N
(
2FR − 4

)
, (12)

and variance

σ2
o ≈ 2

(
4 + 2N

(
2FR − 4

))
. (13)

The number nu determines the probability that a
true signal candidate would fall into this interval.
For example, nu = 6 corresponds roughly to a con-
fidence of ∼ 99.6% (provided G and S are disjoint).

C. Choice of MADS parameters

In both stages the parameter space is explored on a
dynamically created mesh by using a MADS-based algo-
rithm [9]. MADS itself is a general purpose algorithm for
derivative-free optimization, which is typically applied
to computationally expensive problems with unknown
derivatives. The input to the MADS-based algorithm is a
starting point λc, a search bounding box ∆λR around λc
and a set of MADS parameters, which govern the choice
of evaluation points, namely {dλ, ub, w+

min, w
+
max, w

−, p},
where dλ is the initial step, ub is the mesh update basis,
w+

min and w+
max are the mesh-coarsening exponents, w−

denotes the mesh-refining exponent and p is the maxi-
mum number of templates to search over; for details we
refer the reader to Sec. IIIE in [2]. The algorithm pa-
rameters for the MADS-based refinement and zoom stage
are summarized in Table I. These parameters have been
found to yield good results in Monte-Carlo studies.

stage w− w+
min w+

max ub p

R -1 1 20 2 20000

Z -1 1 50 1.2 20000

TABLE I: Follow-up algorithm parameters for the refinement
and zoom stage.

D. Follow-up parameter-space regions

We stress that the bounding box ∆λR used for the re-
finement differs with respect to what is described in [2].
There the refinement is restricted to the semicoherent
metric ellipsoid centered on a candidate. Here, instead,
the refinement stage is performed on a box that was em-
pirically determined to be large enough to contain the
true signal location with very high confidence:

∆α = 0.4 rad , ∆δ = 0.4 rad

∆f = 1× 10−4 Hz , ∆ḟ = 1× 10−9 Hz/s .
(14)

Given that this follow-up was not computationally lim-
ited, we did not attempt to find the smallest possible
refinement region.
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The zoom search is constrained by a Fisher ellipse
scaled to 24 standard deviations, as described in [2]. This
large number was chosen empirically by increasing it un-
til the pipeline performance did not further improve.

The minimal spindown order required is related to
parameter-space thickness measured in terms of the ex-
tent of the metric ellipse along that direction [3, 4, 12].
As a rule of thumb, the maximal spindown order re-
quired in a search increases with the time spanned by
the data. In the Hough Einstein@Home all-sky search
[1], the follow-up procedure did not include second-order
spindown. In Secs. IV we show the performance of the
follow-up pipeline on signals with zero second-order spin-
down, while in Sec. IV C we study the robustness of this
method in the case of maximal second-order spindown
(as considered in [1]).

IV. MONTE-CARLO STUDIES

A. Setup

We test the proposed follow-up pipeline in an end-to-
end Monte-Carlo study using the LALSuite [16] soft-
ware package. In particular we use the following
LALApps applications: Makefakedata v4 to generate
Gaussian noise and inject CW signals; FstatMetric v2
to compute the fully coherent or semicoherent met-
ric; HierarchicalSearch for the semicoherent Hough-
transform search; FStatSCNomad for the semicoherent F-
statistic optimization with MADS, and FStatFCNomad
for the fully coherent F-statistic MADS optimization,
where for the MADS algorithm we use the reference im-
plementation NOMAD [17].

We apply the follow-up chain to 15000 different
noise realizations with and without injected signals.
The Gaussian noise realizations are generated with the
MakeFakedata v4 application using the same timestamps
of the SFTs 1 used in the original Einstein@Home search

with detector noise level of ∼ 2 × 10−23 Hz−1/2 per de-
tector. The signal parameters are uniformly drawn in
the ranges cos ι ∈ [−1, 1], ψ ∈ [−π/4, π/4], φ0 ∈ [0, 2π]
and f ∈ [185, 186] Hz, and the sky position is drawn
isotropically on the sky. The frequency range has been
chosen in the most sensitive region of the LIGO detec-
tors. The spindown value is randomly chosen in the range
ḟ ∈ (− f0τ0 , 0.1

f0
τ0

) with minimal spindown age τ0 = 800 yr
at f0 = 50 Hz. The signal amplitude is high enough
such that the SNR2 in the point of injection is uniformly
distributed in the range ρ2 ∈ [0, 6].

1 SFT is the acronym used for Short time baseline Fourier Trans-
form of the calibrated detector strain data. The duration of the
SFTs is typically 1800 seconds. SFTs are used as input to many
CW searches such as the semicoherent Hough-transform search,
as well as the fully coherent follow-up.

We begin the end-to-end validation with a simulation
stage of the original S5R5 Einstein@Home search by us-
ing the original search setup, i.e., the same frequency
and spindown grid spacings given by Eq. (3). The S5R5
search has been partitioned in independent computing
tasks, referred to as workunits (WUs). For a detailed
discussion of the WU see Sec. III C in [1]. To save com-
puting power, we do not rerun an entire WU in this simu-
lation stage, but we center a search grid around a random
point in the vicinity of the injected signal, searching over
10 frequency bins in total. The sky grid is constructed
by extracting 16 points around the candidate from the
original sky-grid file. However, this reduced parameter-
space size is still sufficiently large to make possible the
selection of candidates due to the noise, if the signal is
weak as might happen in a real search, and not artificially
select a point close to the true signal location.

In Fig. 1 we show the semicoherent metric mismatch
distribution, computed with Eq. (2), after the Hough
search, the pre-refinement Hough search and after the
refinement stage. The loudest point selected from the
refinement stage is used as a starting point for the fully
coherent F-statistic zoom search.

B. Efficiency of the follow-up pipeline

We first apply the follow-up pipeline to Gaussian noise
data without any injected signals. This is required to

ensure the applicability of the threshold 2̃F (G)

th = 90 used
to consider a candidate as conform with the Gaussian
noise hypothesis. The distribution of the 2̃FZ values is

plotted in Fig. 2. The maximal value found is 2̃Fmax

Z =

79.36, which is well below the ¬G treshold of 2̃F (G)

th = 90.
In Fig. 3a we plot the percentage of the injected sig-

nals classified as recovered (S), and as of non-Gaussian
origin (¬G), as a function of the average 2F value of the
candidate after the simulation stage. We are able to dis-
tinguish ≥ 90 % of the candidates from Gaussian noise
above 2Fc & 6.0, and we recover ≥ 90 % of the signals
(S) for candidates with 2Fc & 6.2.

C. Robustness to second-order spindown signals

The follow-up pipeline described in this work is lim-
ited to first-order spindown in the signal model, which
can lead to losses of SNR over long observation times for
signals with nonzero second-order spindown. In order
to test the robustness of the follow-up method, we re-
peat the Monte-Carlo simulation on signals with a fixed
second-order spindown value of f̈ = 8 × 10−20 Hz/s2,
which corresponds to the maximum considered in [1].
The result of this simulation is presented in Fig. 3b,
and shows that for candidates with 2Fc ≈ 6.5 the follow-
up pipeline is still able to distinguish close to 90% of the
candidates from Gaussian noise. Given that this was the
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FIG. 1: Semicoherent metric mismatch of the subset of 2500 injections with ρ2 ∈ [5, 6] at different stages of the Monte-Carlo.
The panel (a) shows the metric mismatch distribution after the original hierarchical search. The panel (b) shows the metric
mismatch distribution after the pre-refinement stage. The panel (c) shows the metric mismatch distribution after the refinement
stage. The hatched bar in each panel shows the percentage of trials with µ∗ ≥ 1.

detection threshold used in the S5R5 search [1], we con-
clude that the follow-up of the resulting candidates did
not substantially reduce the detection efficiency of the
original search.

V. FOLLOW UP OF S5R5 SEARCH OUTLIERS

In this section we report details on the follow-up of
the S5R5 search outliers above the detection threshold of
2F ≥ 6.5, as originally reported in [1]. For practical pur-
poses these search outliers were divided into two classes,
depending on whether or not they are associated with
hardware injections.

A. Search outliers associated with hardware
injections

The CW hardware injections (referred to as “fake pul-
sars”) are simulated signals, physically added into the
control system of the interferometer to produce a detec-
tor response similar to what should be generated if a CW
is present. The aim of such injections is to test and vali-
date analysis codes and search pipelines.

The S5R5 Einstein@Home search [1] identified three
fake pulsars, referred to as Pulsar 2, 3 and 5. In this
section we detail the follow-up of the search outliers as-
sociated with these hardware injections. Each injection
typically produced many significant outliers. We apply
a simple clustering algorithm in order to follow up only
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Fake Pulsar Pulsar 2 Pulsar 3 Pulsar 5

fs [Hz] 575.16355763140 108.857159397497 52.8083243593

αs [rad] 3.75692884 3.11318871 5.28183129

δs [rad] 0.06010895 −0.58357880 −1.46326903

ḟs [Hz/s] −1.37× 10−13 −1.46× 10−17 −4.03× 10−18

2FHS 28 339 6.3

2FR 100 1137 12

2FH1
R 51 641 8.2

2FL1
R 54 510 8.0

µ∗
R 4.01× 10−4 5.18× 10−4 4.88× 10−3

fZ [Hz] 575.16355763214 108.857159397523 52.8083243548

αZ [rad] 3.75692887 3.11318900 5.28181148

δZ [rad] 0.06010925 −0.58357884 −1.46326569

ḟZ [Hz/s] −1.37× 10−13 3.30× 10−16 1.85× 10−15

2̃FZ 7399 87097 678

2̃F
H1

Z 3519 47572 350

2̃F
L1

Z 3896 39557 332

2̃F s 7377 86968 677

µ∗
Z 2.4× 10−3 1.4× 10−3 6.7× 10−3

∆fZ [Hz] 7.44× 10−10 2.58× 10−11 −4.55× 10−9

∆ḟZ [Hz/s] −4.33× 10−16 3.44× 10−16 1.85× 10−15

∆γZ[rad] 2.97× 10−7 2.48× 10−7 3.96× 10−6

TABLE II: Most significant outlier after follow-up for each of the three fake pulsars. The injected signal parameters are

fs, αs, δs, ḟs. The value of the F-statistic at the injection point is denoted as 2̃F s. The localization error of the final outlier in
frequency and spindown is ∆fZ and ∆ḟZ, respectively, and ∆γZ = arccos(ncns) denotes the angular separation.

the most interesting ones. Namely, for each hardware
injection, we identify the loudest outlier and remove all
neighboring search outliers falling into the refinement box
given in Eq. (14). We repeat this procedure until there
are no more search outliers left. A similar clustering
algorithm was developed for the galactic-center search
[18, 19].

There are, for instance, 88 parameter-space points as-
sociated with Pulsar 2 injected at ∼ 575 Hz. After the
clustering procedure, the number of search outliers to
follow up is reduced to 16. For Pulsar 3, injected at
∼ 108 Hz, the number of parameter-space points to fol-
low up shrinks from 80 to 9. For Pulsar 5, injected at
∼ 52 Hz, there are only 2 search outliers , which fall into
different search boxes and are therefore unaffected by the
clustering.

In Table II we summarize, for each fake pulsar, the
recovered parameters of the loudest outlier resulting
from the follow-up. All the injections were recovered at
parameter-space points very close to the injected signal
parameters, as quantified by the values of the metric mis-
match µ∗Z. We note that the recovered detection statistic

2̃FZ is slightly above the value at the injection point 2̃F s,
which is generally expected to be true for the maximum,
due to noise fluctuations.

B. Search outliers of unknown origin

The S5R5 search additionally yielded 8 search outliers
of unknown origin above 2F ≥ 6.5. The results of the
follow-up are summarized in Table III. None of these
search outliers were found to be consistent with the signal
hypothesis in the sense of Eq. (11): either they failed the
F-statistic consistency veto of Eq. (8) after refinement,
or they were found to be consistent with Gaussian noise
(in the sense of Eq. (9)) after the zoom stage.

These search outliers , with frequencies at approx-
imately 434, 677, and 984 Hz, are shown in Fig. 2

against the distribution of 2̃FZ values obtained in Gaus-
sian noise.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we describe the extension of the two-
stage follow-up method of [2] that was developed in or-
der to follow up search outliers from the Hough S5 Ein-
stein@Home all-sky search [1]. The extension consists of
an additional Hough search as a pre-refinement step, and
an F-statistic consistency veto after refinement to reduce
the false-alarm rate on real detector data. Pre-refinement
was found to be necessary to improve the localization ac-
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f [Hz] 2FR 2FH1
R 2FL1

R F-veto 2̃FZ 2̃F
H1

Z 2̃F
L1

Z outcome

52 12 8.2 8.0 pass 678 350 332 S

96 9.1 4.4 13 fail - - - -

108 1137 641 510 pass 87097 47572 39557 S

144 11 4.5 14 fail - - - -

434 5.5 5.4 4.5 pass 47 30 22 G

575 100 51 54 pass 7399 3519 3896 S

677 6.4 5.4 5.2 pass 54 44 14 G

932 7.6 8.0 4.2 fail - - - -

984 6.5 4.8 5.5 pass 55 36 20 G

1030 7.4 8.3 4.5 fail - - - -

1142 8.5 10 4.2 fail - - - -

TABLE III: Summary of the follow-up results for the 3 loudest search outliers associated with hardware-injections and the
8 most significant remaining outliers from the S5R5 search. The last column gives the classification of the final outlier after
zoom, provided it passed the F-statistic consistency veto.
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FIG. 2: The figure shows the 2̃FZ distribution after the fully
coherent 4-D {α, δ, f, ḟ} zoom stage of 15000 searches in pure
Gaussian noise data without injected signals. The maximum

value is 2̃F
max

Z = 79.36 , and the mean value is 〈2̃FZ〉 = 51.40
(dotted line). The labels 1,2,3 refer to the search outliers at
roughly 434, 677 and 984 Hz, respectively (see Tables III).
The vertical red line marks the noise threshold.

curacy of the original search outliers.
With a Monte-Carlo study we quantify the detection

probability as a function of the initial candidate strength,
as shown in Fig. 3. In particular, we find that the pipeline
achieves a detection probability of 90 % for candidates
without second-order spindown at a strength of 2Fc & 6.
On the other hand, for signals with maximal second-

order spindown (as considered by the original Hough
Einstein@Home search [1]), the detection efficiency is re-
duced: for example, at 2Fc ≈ 6.5 the probability of sig-
nal recovery drops to ≈ 60 %, while the pipeline is still
able to separate ≈ 90 % of injected signals from Gaussian
noise.

We illustrate the performance of this pipeline on real
data by detailing the follow-up of Hough Einstein@Home
search outliers , which was first presented in [1]. The
pipeline successfully detects the three hardware injec-
tions present in the search outliers set and recovers their
parameters with high accuracy, see Table II. The follow-
up of the 8 most significant search outliers of unknown
origin finds them to be consistent with either Gaussian
noise or with line disturbances in the data.
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